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Coordinated Interactions
between Hippocampal Ripples
and Cortical Spindles during Slow-Wave Sleep
of SWS and during behavioral immobility. These high-
frequency oscillations constitute a major mode of hippo-
campal activity (Buzsaki et al., 1992; Ylinen et al., 1995;
Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1996), and they provide ideal
physiological conditions for the induction of the long-
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139 term synaptic changes (Bliss and Collingridge, 1993)
that are believed to be necessary for the formation and
maintenance of memory representations in the neocor-
tex (Hebb, 1949; Buzsaki, 1996).Summary
In contrast to these high-frequency burst patterns in
the hippocampus during SWS, neocortical activity dur-Sleep is characterized by a structured combination of
ing these periods is organized into lower-frequency os-neuronal oscillations. In the hippocampus, slow-wave
cillations (Morison and Dempsey, 1942; Steriade et al.,sleep (SWS) is marked by high-frequency network os-
1993a, 1993b, 1993c, 1993d; McCormick and Bal, 1997),cillations (z200 Hz ªripplesº), whereas neocortical
the most characteristic of which are known as sleepSWS activity is organized into low-frequency delta (1±4
spindles. Spindle waves are oscillatory patterns in theHz) and spindle (7±14 Hz) oscillations. While these
7±14 Hz frequency range that last 1±4 s and occur withtypes of hippocampal and cortical oscillations have
a remarkable global coherence across thalamic andbeen studied extensively in isolation, the relationships
neocortical areas (Contreras et al., 1996). Spindles arebetween them remain unknown. Here, we demon-
believed to arise through the interplay of GABAergicstrate the existence of temporal correlations between
interneurons of the reticular nucleus of the thalamushippocampal ripples and cortical spindles that are also
and thalamocortical cells (Steriade et al., 1985, 1987;reflected in the correlated activity of single neurons
Marini et al., 1992). Despite significant progress inwithin these brain structures. Spindle±ripple episodes
understanding the cellular basis of their generationmay thus constitute an important mechanism of cor-
(Steriade et al., 1993a; McCormick and Bal, 1997), thetico-hippocampal communication during sleep. This
interactions between spindle waves and hippocampalcoactivation of hippocampal and neocortical path-
oscillation patterns remain unknown.ways may be important for the process of memory
To examine these interactions, we have employedconsolidation, during which memories are gradually
multi-electrode arrays that enable large-scale simulta-translated from short-term hippocampal to longer-
neous recording of neuronal activity in the hippocam-term neocortical stores.
pus, prefrontal cortex, and visual cortex of freely behav-
ing rats. The rodent prefrontal cortex is believed to beIntroduction
critical for higher-order cognitive functions such as spa-
tial working memory and the organization of behavioralThe hippocampus constitutes a brain region of polysen-
sequences, as well as the ability to adopt new strategiessory convergence that plays a crucial role in the encod-
for problem solving when environmental contingenciesing and formation of memories (Squire, 1992). This hip-
change (reviewed by Kolb, 1990; Fuster, 1997). Thepocampal involvement in mnemonic processing is only
direct anatomical projections from the CA1/subiculartemporary, as memories are gradually translated to
region of the hippocampus to areas of the medial pre-longer-term neocortical sites through the process of
frontal cortex (Jay and Witter, 1991) make the hippo-memory consolidation (Squire, 1992). One working hy-
campal±prefrontal system very attractive for studyingpothesis concerning this process is that during sleep
principles of cortico-hippocampal communication. Inthe synapses between neurons in the diverse cortical
this report, we explore properties of cortico-hippo-areas that carry different parts of a memory are selec-
campal interactions during sleep and demonstrate thetively strengthened, thus binding parts of the memory
existence of strong temporal correlations between neo-together into a coherent whole that can later be re-
cortical spindles and hippocampal ripples.trieved. Evidence supporting the conjecture that sleep
states are involved in memory consolidation was found
when neurons in the CA1 region of the hippocampus Results
that were coactive during awake behavior were shown
to be selectively reactivated during subsequent sleep Figure 1 shows a typical example of spindles and ripples
periods (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Wilson and Mc- recorded simultaneously from electrodes placed in the
Naughton, 1994; Qin et al., 1997). Furthermore, this se- hippocampus and the medial prefrontal cortex of freely
lective reactivation was found to preferentially take behaving rats. As illustrated in this figure, ripples and
place during high-frequency transient bursts of CA1 py- spindle waves are characterized by different time scales
ramidal cell activity (ripples) (Wilson and McNaughton, and occur in very different brain areas. However, as we
1994) that last 30±200 ms and occur during periods show in this report, these two types of brain oscillations
occur in close temporal synchrony.
Coordinated spindle±ripple arrivals occur not only at* To whom correspondence should be addressed (e-mail: thanos@
mit.edu). a time scale of minutes, but more importantly at a time
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Figure 1. Examples of Prefrontal Spindles and Hippocampal Ripples
(A) Recording locations, LFP traces, and neuronal activity. An example of local field potential (LFP) recordings from the hippocampus (HIPP)
and the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), together with rasters of single neuron activity in these areas. Pairs of successive bars indicate the
beginnings (cyan) and ends (red) of the identified events (ripples for the HIPP traces and spindles for the mPFC traces). A magnification of
an LFP trace segment containing two ripple events is displayed in the inset. A diagram of the rat brain indicating the recording sites is also
shown.
(B) Raw and filtered LFP waveforms. Magnification of a time interval containing the ripples and spindle events from the middle two traces of
Figure 1A, together with the squared-amplitude filtered traces (red and blue curves) computed as described in the Experimental Procedures.
A large value of the red trace indicates the presence of a ripple in the hippocampal recording trace, while large values of the blue trace
indicate the presence of spindle oscillations.
(C) Illustration of spindle±ripple cooccurrence. The red and blue curves indicate squared-amplitude filtered hippocampal and prefrontal traces,
respectively.
scale of 1±2 s, as illustrated in Figure 1C. Indeed, the supporting the conjectured role of ripples as a vehicle
for cortico-hippocampal communication (Ylinen et al.,presence of a central peak in Figure 2A demonstrates
a strong and consistent tendency for cooccurrence of 1995; Buzsaki, 1996). Conversely, hippocampal neurons
tend to fire near the onset of spindles, while corticalripples and spindles within 1±2 s. Furthermore, the
asymmetry between positive and negative time lags in neurons tend to fire immediately afterward, as Figure
4B illustrates. Finally, the firing of cortical neurons isthe surfaces of Figure 2A indicates that there is an overall
tendency for ripples to precede spindle±ripple episodes strongly correlated with the firing of hippocampal neu-
rons around ripple and spindle events, and there is a(Figure 2B). The statistical significance of the observed
correlations is assessed in Figure 2C, where nonpara- distinct tendency for hippocampal spikes to precede
prefrontal spikes (Figure 4C).metric correlation measures (von Mises, 1964; Lehmann,
1975; Press et al., 1992) over SWS intervals are analyzed.
These results were confirmed for multiple data sets from Discussion
a total of six animals. The average cross-correlations
over all data sets analyzed are displayed in Figure 3. Taken together, these results provide the first evidence
for a close temporal cooccurrence of neocortical spin-A similar central peak was also observed for cross-
correlations between ripples and spindles that we re- dles and hippocampal ripples. This coactivation of hip-
pocampal and neocortical pathways during SWS raisescorded in visual cortical areas of the rat brain, sug-
gesting that spindle±ripple episodes may constitute a many interesting questions concerning both the mecha-
nisms that could produce it as well as the possible func-general mode of cortico-hippocampal communication
during SWS. tional relevance of such globally coordinated neuronal
states.These results are further supported by an analysis
of the activity of assemblies of single neurons and its
relationship with spindle and ripple onset (Figure 4). In Possible Mechanisms
One plausible mechanism accounting for this neocorti-agreement with previous studies (Buzsaki et al., 1992;
Ylinen et al., 1995; Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1996), hippo- cal±hippocampal coactivation is that spindles and rip-
ples are induced by a common external factor. Onecampal neurons were found to have a high probability
of firing within ripples (Figure 4A). Interestingly, cortical such factor could be the activity in ascending activating
brainstem reticular projections (Steriade and McCarley,neurons also preferentially fire close to ripples, a result
Spindle±Ripple Interactions during Slow-Wave Sleep
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Figure 2. The Structure and Statistical Signif-
icance of Spindle±Ripple Cross-Correlations
(A) Representative spindle±ripple cross-cor-
relations. The onset times of ripples and spin-
dles (cyan bars in Figure 1A) were identified
for each hippocampal and cortical LFP trace,
respectively, and the resulting sequences of
time-stamps were analyzed. For each animal,
the linear cross-correlation functions be-
tween ripple onsets recorded from one elec-
trode and spindle onsets recorded from eight
other electrodes are displayed. These cross-
correlation functions are stacked along the
y-axis and the resulting sequence of curves
is displayed as a surface (a bin size of 500
ms and interpolated color and local averaging
are used for rendering purposes). A pro-
nounced 1±2 s wide peak close to t 5 0 indi-
cates a consistent tendency for spindle±
ripple cooccurence. These effects are robust
with respect to changes in the parameters
used for automatic detection and identifica-
tion of the LFP events (spindles and ripples).
The cross-correlations displayed here are
computed over SWS intervals; REM epochs
and periods of awake behavior where no rip-
ples or spindles are observed were excluded
from the analysis, since their effect would be
to artificially increase the values of the cross-
correlation coefficients (without, however,
affecting the shape of the correlation functions). The computations displayed here were performed over slow-wave sleep intervals lasting a
total of 1 hr and 25 min for animal 1, 1 hr and 5 min for animal 2, and 3 hr and 40 min for animal 3. LFP traces from rat visual cortical areas
(one trace per data set for the data sets from animals 2 and 3; data not shown) were also obtained and also exhibited a similar central peak.
(B) Cross-correlation asymmetry. Mean cross-correlations (6 SEM) for negative time lags (white bars, t , 21 s) and positive time lags (black
bars, t . 11 s) for the surfaces shown in Figure 2A (central peak excluded). The asymmetry between positive and negative time lags indicates
an overall tendency for ripples to precede spindle±ripple episodes.
(C) Statistical significance. Spearman's rank order (nonparametric) correlation coefficients (von Mises, 1964; Lehmann, 1975; Press et al.,
1992) are displayed for one of the pairs of spindle and ripple onset sequences from each of the surfaces in Figure 2A (a bin size of 500 ms
and the same SWS periods as in [A] were used). For each point, we also computed the statistical significance p of a nonzero observed
correlation value (p , 1026 points are indicated by cyan dots). The average of n 5 15 shuffled cross-correlation functions (with error bars) is
also shown in red for reference. The shuffling was performed strictly within the SWS intervals to avoid artificially decreasing the shuffled
correlations. One more nonparametric correlation measure, Kendall's relative order correlation function (Lehmann, 1975; Press et al., 1992),
was computed (data not shown) and the values obtained were very close to both the linear and the rank order correlation coefficients.
1990). It is known that brainstem reticular stimulation mechanisms responsible for this cortico-hippocampal
coactivation remain to be identified, it is possible tohyperpolarizes thalamic reticular neurons and depolar-
izes thalamocortical cells, thus disrupting spindling, formulate a conjecture concerning its functional signifi-
cance.whereas it produces theta rhythms in the hippocampus
that are characteristic of the awake state and rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep in this brain region (reviewed Functional Interpretation
An attractive hypothesis concerning the possible func-by Steriade and McCarley, 1990). Thus, a reduction of
brainstem reticular activity during SWS could facilitate tional relevance of the coactivation of hippocampal and
neocortical pathways demonstrated in this report is thatthe induction of both hippocampal ripples and neocorti-
cal spindles. the spindle±ripple interactions may provide a mecha-
nism for reorganizing and consolidating neocorticalAlternatively, the hippocampal circuitry may be bias-
ing the initiation of the spindle±ripple episodes, a hy- memory traces. Indeed, recent evidence indicates that
hippocampal activity patterns that reflect recent experi-pothesis consistent with our observation that hippocam-
pal activity tends to precede prefrontal activity. This ence are selectively replayed during SWS (Pavlides and
Winson, 1989; Wilson and McNaughton, 1994; Qin et al.,cortico-hippocampal dialog may be achieved either
through direct anatomical projections (Jay and Witter, 1997) and, in particular, during ripple oscillations (Wilson
and McNaughton, 1994). Spiking activity during these1991) or indirectly through neural systems such as the
entorhinal cortex or the basal ganglia. high-frequency oscillations of neurons in the CA1/sub-
icular region of the hippocampus can exert strong depo-The mechanisms of common external driving force
and direct interaction are consistent in the sense that larizing influences on their postsynaptic targets, either
through direct anatomical pathways, as in the case ofan independent element such as the brainstem reticular
formation can affect the overall excitability of hippocam- the prefrontal cortex (Jay and Witter, 1991), or more
commonly through the entorhinal cortex.pal and neocortical areas, thus setting the stage for a
functional interaction between them. While the precise Such depolarization of neurons can lead to a selective
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biased activation of coherent neuronal states through-
out the neocortex during spindle waves may provide
ideal conditions for plastic modifications of the underly-
ing circuitry that are believed to be important for the
reorganization and consolidation of memories.
Experimental Procedures
Electrophysiological signals were obtained using the technique of
tetrode recordings (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994). An individual
tetrode consists of four tightly bound micro-wires and is capable
of isolating the single-unit activity of up to 25 neurons in the hippo-
campus and up to 15 neurons in the neocortex through a process
analogous to triangulation. Six rats (four male Long-Evans, 3±7
months old; one female Long-Evans, 3 months old; and one male
Fisher, 9 months old) were surgically implanted with multi-site micro-
drive arrays that allow targeting of multiple brain regions and inde-
pendent adjustment of 18 individual tetrodes. The Bregma coordi-Figure 3. Average Long Time Scale Spindle±Ripple Cross-Correla-
nates of the simultaneously targeted brain structures were: (1)tion over All Data Sets Analyzed from Six Animals
medial prefrontal cortex, two tetrode groups, six tetrodes per group
In particular, we analyzed six sleep sessions (8 hr and 35 min of at (14.2, 10.5) and (12.6, 10.5); (2) dorsal hippocampus, two tet-
SWS over 2 days) for animal 1, six sleep sessions (8 hr and 37 min rodes at (23.6, 12.2); and (3) ventral hippocampus/visual cortex,
of SWS over 2 days) for animal 2, ten sleep sessions (24 hr and 30 four tetrodes at (26.0, 15.4). Sleep recordings were obtained before
min of SWS over 4 days) for animal 3, two sleep sessions (6 hr and and after working memory tasks lasting between 20 and 90 min.
30 min of SWS over 2 days) for animal 4, six sleep sessions (12 hr The tasks used were a spatial working memory task on an eight-
and 35 min of SWS over 2 days) for animal 5, and one sleep session arm maze and a delayed alternation task.
(44 min of SWS over 1 day) for animal 6. The average of 443 linear For the spike data, signals from each electrode were amplified
cross-correlation functions between spindle and ripple onset times (0.5 3 104 to 3 3 104 times), prefiltered with a bandpass filter (pass-
across these six animals is shown here. With a bin size of 500 band between 600 Hz and 6 kHz), sampled at 31.25 kHz per channel,
ms, 401 of 443 (z91%) cross-correlations had zero bin peaks with and digitized. Information about the peak amplitudes and widths of
significance p , 1024, while 336 of 443 (z76%) had an asym- the spike waveforms on each of the four tetrode channels was used
metric correlation function (mean correlation comparison between to identify single units. Continuous local field potential (LFP) data
230 s # t # 21 s and 11 s # t # 130 s led to p , 0.05 for a one- were taken from the same electrodes used for unit recording. One
tailed t test). Spearman's rank order and Kendall's relative order wire from each tetrode was selected for LFP recordings, and the
correlation functions (Lehmann, 1975; Press et al., 1992) were also associated signal was amplified 3500 times, bandpass filtered be-
computed for all data sets, producing very similar results to the tween 1 Hz and 475 Hz, and sampled at 1.5 kHz per channel.
linear correlation computations. To identify ripples and spindles, we first bandpass filtered (100±
400 Hz and 7±15 Hz, respectively) the LFP traces using digital filters
constructed via the Parks±McClellan optimal equiripple FIR filter
design (Oppenheim and Schaffer, 1989). The squared amplitude ofpotentiation of their synapses (Laroche et al., 1990), a
the resulting filtered traces was computed and a threshold q formechanism that has long been hypothesized to be the
event detection was set based on the maximum amplitude of thecellular basis of memory formation (Hebb, 1949) and
filtered traces. Threshold crossings that were less than D ms apartthat has previously been implicated in theories linking were finally grouped together into events (spindles, ripples). To con-
sleep oscillations to memory consolidation (Steriade et firm that the results presented here do not depend on the choice
al., 1993d; Buzsaki, 1996). Furthermore, the selective of threshold q or grouping span D, we analyzed a wide range of
values for these two variables, and we also computed cross-correla-depolarization of subsets of neocortical neurons may
tions of the raw squared-amplitude filtered traces, each time ob-prime these subsets for preferential participation in
taining similar results.spindle oscillations. This conjecture is consistent with
Linear and nonparametric cross-correlations and their statistical
recent evidence indicating that, while thalamocortical significance were computed as described by von Mises (1964), Leh-
drive is crucial for neocortical spindle initiation, the state mann (1975), and Press et al. (1992). Note that the absolute value
of the intracortical circuitry plays the dominant role in of the cross-correlation coefficients is dependent on the bin size
used to compute them; hence, the statistical significance of thedetermining the spatiotemporal patterns of neocortical
observed correlations was used to evaluate the existence and ro-spindle oscillations (Kandel and Buzsaki, 1997). The
bustness of the results presented in this report.coordinated firing of selected groups of neurons during
The criterion used for identifying SWS episodes was the occur-
spindle oscillations may be amplified or modified through ence of at least one spindle event within 30 s. Independent identifica-
mechanisms similar to the thalamocortical augment- tion of REM episodes and episodes of awake, active exploration,
based on detection of theta activity on hippocampal LFP recordingsing and recruiting responses (Spencer and Brookhart,
and the tracking of animal position, confirmed that the above simple1961a, 1961b). In addition, local levels of key neurotrans-
criterion is an effective method for identifying SWS episodes.mitters such as acetylcholine that are regulated by be-
havioral states can further affect the excitability of these Acknowledgments
neuronal subgroups and the plasticity of their synapses
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Figure 4. Neuronal Firing and Spindle±Ripple Onset
To investigate the relationship between neuronal firing and spindle and ripple onset, we formed aggregate units (AUs) containing all spikes
from the collections of identified single neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex and the hippocampus. The results shown here are from a
sleep session for animal 3, for which the prefrontal AU UPFC contains the spikes of 27 cells and the hippocampal AU UHIPP contains the spikes
of 39 pyramidal cells.
(A) Linear cross-correlation functions Cor(·,·) (bin size 5 50 ms) between ripple onset and neuronal activity for hippocampal cells (red) and
prefrontal cells (cyan). The inset is the same as the area marked by the dashed lines.
(B) Linear cross-correlation between spindle onset and neuronal activity (color coded as in [A]).
(C) Cor(UPFC,UHIPP) (bin size 5 30 ms). We remark that cortical and hippocampal spikes tend to arrive together and that hippocampal spikes
also show a distinct tendency to precede prefrontal spikes. The results presented in this panel are consistent with four more sleep sessions
for animal 3 (2 days), two sleep sessions (1 day) for animal 4, and three sleep sessions (1 day) each for animals 1, 2, and 5, for which single-
unit data were analyzed. The peak cross-correlations for 13 out of 16 data sets were highly significant (p , 1024 for a bin size of 30 ms). The
asymmetry in Cor(UPFC,UHIPP) was observed in 13 out of the 16 data sets analyzed (mean correlation comparison for time lags between 21 s #
t # 220 ms and 120 ms # t # 11 s led to p , 0.05 for a one-tailed t test).
Cross-correlations for all panels were computed over the union of LFP events, each of which was extended by 2 s on each side.
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